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Juan Correa’s paintings look so old. I’m not saying that they are out of fashion or that they imitate a 

style of a long-gone era. I mean it rather literally: his paintings look physically old. There’s one in which 

at the beginning one can only see stains of arbitrary colours but, with a little attention we can begin to 

make out a pair of tanned, Mediterranean buttocks. The associations between this painting, finished 

this same year, and the murals of Antique Rome are not primarily stylistic; this canvas looks like a piece 

of a wall brought straight from Pompeii, whose decoration has been disfigured by the wearing of time. 

 

It’s as if time itself inhabited the paintings of Juan Correa, a time that is not abstract but natural, 

organic. There is not only paint on their surfaces, but a mix of it with other materials, which make up a 

thick coat over the canvas. Correa scrapes at it until he obtains a finished piece that appears unstable, 

like a work still in process, a living entity temporarily suspended in time. Some canvases look like 

fragments of a walk in an autumn forest: wet earth, red and brown leaves, moss. The effect on these 

canvases is like that of the humidity which invades trees with lichen and peels the paint off walls. 

 

These works seem worn out by use, as if instead of having travelled from the studio to the gallery 

under strict supervision they had suffered the hardship of a long trip through rain and wind. These 

paintings have been finished only before yesterday and yet they seem to come from another time. 

Although they must be able to speak to the era in which they are born, a work of art should aspire to 

certain degree of transcendence, a humble imitation of nature’s timelessness. Like nature itself, one 

wonders how it is possible to contain the palpitation of Juan Correa’s organic paintings, how to fix on 

an immobile surface something that seems so obviously alive. 

 

Juan Correa. Mosaic of aphorisms. Marlborough Gallery. Orfila 5, Madrid. Until 29 November. 
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Juan Correa, To Gaudí, 2014. Mixed media on canvas, 140 x 175 cm. 


